Partner Profile – Technical Information

A partner profile is to be produced under the following guidelines:
• Approximately 300 words per partner profile
• One main image, landscape
• One image of your logo
• Contact details of author including, name, organisation, e-mail and web address and phone number

The purpose of the profiles are to be informative to the reader:
• Areas of expertise: List/bullet points of core competencies
• Research interests: List/bullet point of key study areas

The Bomb Disposal Charity for the entire EOD & Search community – past, present and future

Felix Fund – the bomb disposal charity is here to help any military from across all three services or 5015 (Metropolitan Police Counter Terror Unit) personnel who have conducted or assisted with Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) and Search duties.

We provide welfare support and financial assistance to serving personnel, veterans and their dependants.

Assisting EOD & Search personnel and their families

In the early years Felix Fund provided normalisation breaks for hundreds of individuals from EOD & Search teams on their return from Afghanistan and Northern Ireland. These breaks were designed to identify or reduce the impact of mental stress that a high-pressure tour can bring about and consisted of therapeutic team building activities, discussion groups designed to draw out and share operational experiences and more importantly provided the opportunity to regroup and re-enforce peer bonds with colleagues who had traveled the same operational journey. The breaks proved vital in identifying and ultimately reducing the risk of poor mental health among individuals.

Today Felix Fund continues to focus on mental health issues with our preventative stress training based on mindfulness. These programmes provide serving military